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ABSTRAKT Diplomová práce se zabývá návrhem Java aplikace umožňujíci posílaní SMS zpráv  z počítače do mobilního telefonu přes rozhraní Bluetooth. Aplikace je složena ze dvou částí. část klient a část server, které mezi sebou komunikují přes Bluetooth. Část klient je reprezentována aplikací spustitelné v počítači, která slouží k vytvoření SMS zprávy a na zadání telefonních čísel. Server je mobilní aplikace (MIDlet), která je spustitelná v mobilním telefonu. Tato část přijímá od klienta SMS zprávu s telefonními čísly, na které mě být zpráva odeslána. Problematika návrhu aplikace je v textu rozdělena na dvě části. Každá z nich popisuje danou aplikační část. V klientské části jsou popsány jednotlivé třídy naprogramované aplikace, zobrazeny jsou i části kódu v jednotlivých třídách. Tato část byla vytvořena v Java SE. Aplikace server je stejně rozdělena na jednotlivé třídy, které jsou detailně popsány. Uvedený je i postup hledání a připojení klientské části. Část obsahuje i jednotlivé obrázky od spuštění aplikace až po přijetí a odeslání SMS zprávy. Tato část byla naprogramována v Java ME. Výsledkem diplomové práce jsou dva celky, které mezi sebou komunikují přes rozhraní Bluetooth. Program tedy umožňuje hromadné posílání SMS zpráv z počítače přes mobilní telefon. 
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ABSTRACT The thesis deals with Java allows sending SMS messages from PC to a mobile phone via Bluetooth. The application is composed of two parts. Part of the client and server to communicate with each other via Bluetooth. Part of the client is represented in a computer application executable that is used to create an SMS to enter phone numbers. Server is a mobile application (MIDlet) that is executable in the mobile phone. This section receives from the customer an SMS message with phone numbers, which have to be forwarded to. The issue of the draft text of the application is divided into two parts. Each of them describes the application part. The client part of each class are described programmed applications, displays are also part of the code in different classes. This section was created in Java SE. The application server is also divided into different classes, which are described in detail. This is the process of seeking and connecting the client. This section also contains a file from the start of application until receipt and sending SMS messages. This section was written in Java ME. The result of this thesis are two units which communicate with each other via Bluetooth. The program allows ultiple SMS messages from PC via mobile phone. m              
KEYWORDS: SMS, Bulk, Message, Java SE, Java ME, Bluetooth, server, client 
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Introduction In this diploma project is concerned with the development application that allows sending bulk SMS messages via Bluetooth. Applications will be written in the language of the Java2 Micro Edition (J2ME) with the implementation of Bluetooth wireless technology. Communication between computer and mobile phone is available in two ways. With a USB cable or through wireless technology. It was chosen the wireless technology. Communication via cable is possible, but it is necessary to have cable. It may not always be available. It paralyzes the absence of communication between computer and mobile phone. This is quite restrictive and not very practical. Using wireless technology, there is no need of other elements. This provides great freedom and independence. Therefore, the selected Bluetooth wireless technology. The big advantage is that it is very affordable and the preferred technology. Today, many applications and programs use this technology. Bluetooth is integrated in any mobile phone in most computers. This o a i  n  allows the possibility t implement n application built nto mobile pho es of different types and brands. This created an application for a limited type of phone. The practical part of this diploma project deals with the application to be programmed. This will allow bulk sending of SMS messages from computer, which will run a program via Bluetooth to send a text message to mobile phone. From it will be sent collectively to advance assigned telephone numbers. Practical use can be achieved in companies, hospitals or certain associations. Then in groups, where members must be informed immediately. The advantage of this program is the absence of additional investment in terminal equipment, because the mobile phone has today almost every ser. Handy over the pager-type device that allows mobile phone feedback on the nformation received. ui         
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1 Wireless connectivity 
 Wireless communication is the transfer of information remotely without the use of enhanced electrical conductors or wires. The distance may be short (a few centimeters or meters) or long (hundreds of millions of kilometers). When the context is clear, the term is often shortened to "wireless". Wireless communication is widely regarded as the telecommunications sector. Wireless communication can connect different types of fixed, mobile and portable two-way radio, mobile phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and wireless networks. Other examples of wireless technology  include GPS units, garage door openers 
and  or  garage  doors, wireless  computer mice,  keyboards  and  headsets,  satellite TV  and 
wireless phones. [23]  An important part of communication represents a small network of Bluetooth technology. Allows to be created a network of small devices such as mobile phones, laptops and also some elements in the home and office. Wireless technology also went to their lopment.  a  8 T e deve Bluetooth is  standard defined by IEEE 02.15.1. here are sev ral development versions. Both 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g and Bluetooth wireless technology for communication in the 2.4 GHz band radio frequency band, but for to different parts of the market. 802.11b technology offers longer range, but it consumes much more energy. 
The Bluetooth  technology  has  a major  advantage.  802.11, Bluetooth,  IrDA  are  intended 
primarily for data communications. In particular, the protocol to support voice, which is a 
Voice  over  Internet  Protocol. [21] Table 1.1 contains a comparison of these three technologies. Wireless communication enable computing and communication devices, whose use is almost unlimited, to be used in new ways. Powerful software programming environment is shaping the expansion of mobile computing by providing the development of various applications. Java platform provides a powerful programming nvironment, which has great potential for use just for wireless devices. Many mobile evices come with the support of Java 2, Micro Edition (J2ME) programs. ed 
2 Bluetooth  The name “Bluetooth” and its logo are trademarked by the privately held trade association named the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG).  Bluetooth is a cheap, low power, short-range radio technology intended to replace cable connections between cellphones, PDAs and other portable devices. It can clean up desk considerably, making wires between workstation, mouse, laptop computer etc. obsolete. Ericsson Mobile Communications started develop the Bluetooth system in 1994, looking for a replacement to the cables connecting cellphones and their accessories. The Bluetooth system is named after a tenth-century Danish Viking king, Harald Blĺtand, who united and controlled Norway and Denmark. The  first Bluetooth devices hit the market around 
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1
n 999.  Bluetooth  SIG  is  a  unification  of  leaders  in  the  telecommunications,  computing, etwork, industrial automation, and Automotive industries. [2] 

 
Figure 1.: Bluetooth logo  
H istorical development of Bluetooth version: 
 1998 - Bluetooth technology is officially introduced and the Bluetooth SIG is formed. Bluetooth technology's intended basic purpose is to be a wire replacement  data. technology in order to rapidly transfer voice and
 

  1999 - Bluetooth 1.0 Specification is introduced. 
 2003 - The Bluetooth SIG overhauls the Bluetooth Core Specification with the anno - uncement of Version 2.1. 
 

 2004 - Bluetooth Version 2.0 + EDR is introduced. 
 

 2005 - Devices using Version 2.0 + EDR begin to hit the market in late 2005. 
 

  2007 - Bluetooth Core Specification Version 2.1+ EDR is adopted by the Bluetooth. 
 2009 - Bluetooth Core Specification Version 3.0 + HS (High Speed) is adopted by the Bluetooth SIG. [3]  The Bluetooth SIG is responsible for further development of the Bluetooth standard. Sony Ericsson, Intel, IBM, Toshiba, Nokia, Microsoft, 3COM, and Motorola are some of the companies involved in the SIG. The composition of the Bluetooth SIG is one of the major strengths of the Bluetooth technology. The mixture of both noticeable software and hardware suppliers participating in the further development of the Bluetooth technology ensures that Bluetooth products are made available to end users. Microsoft supports Bluetooth in their Microsoft Windows Operating System (OS), hence, Bluetooth software is made available to the vast majority of the desktop software market. Intel is including Bluetooth technology in several new mainboard chipsets, especially for laptop computers. This all adds up to a wide availability of the Bluetooth technology for end-se s. u r 
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Feature and 
Function 

Bluetooth 
Communication 

Wireless LAN 
 

IrDA 
 

Connection type 
Spread spectrum, spherical Spread spectrum, spherica Infrared, narrow beam, line of sight 

Maximum data 
rate  1 Mbps 11 Mbps (54 Mbps for 802.11a/g and 200Mb 1n)ps for 802.1 96 s 00 bps–16 Mbp

Transmission 
power  1  0–100 mW 100 mW 40-500 mW/Sr 

Spectrum  RF 2.4   GHz RF 2.4 Hz for  GHz (5 G802.11a) Optical 00 nm  850–9
Range  10–100 m ~ 100 m ~ m 1 

Supported 
devices 

8   (active), 200(passive) Connects through an AP 2 
Addressing  48-bit MAC 48-bit MAC 32-bit physical ID 

Table 1.: Comparison of Wireless Communication Technologies [11]   
2 .1  The major features of Bluetooth:  

1. Bluetooth is wireless and automatic technology. Not necesary have a cables, connectors for connection. Wireless Devices find each other automatically and i a hstart convers ng without user input, expect where ut entication is required for user. 
   2. Bluetooth is cheep. Market analysts peg the cost to incorporate Bluetooth technology into a PDA, mobile phone, smartphone or a other products.3. Technology Bluetooth is for uses regulated. This technology isn´t licensed. 
Governments have converged on a single standard, so it's possible to use the same 
devices virtually wherever travel, and it don't need to obtain legal permission in 
advance to begin using the technology. [4] 4. luetooth for communication uses frequency hopping. Its very important for a afety communication between devices.  Bs 

2.2 Bluetoot  architecture  The Bluetooth specification aims to allow Bluetooth devices from different manufacturers to work with one another, so it isn’t sufficient to specify just a radio system. Because of this, the Bluetooth specification doesn’t only outline a radio system but a e
  h

complete protocol stack to ensure that Bluetooth devices can discover ach other, explore each other's services, and make use of these services.   On the figure 2. shows the Bluetooth protocol architecture.  It uses Frequency Hopping (FH) spread spectrum, which divides the frequency band into a number of hop 
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channels. Bluetooth radios use tiny radio-frequency transmitters, no larger than 2,5 by 1,75 centimetres, that can run off a watch battery for months. And since Bluetooth is designed for both computing and communications applications, it is designed to support igh quality simultaneous voice and data, with robust data transfer rates of up to 720 Kb er second. Table 1.2 gives a short description of each layer shown in figure 2. hp  

 
igure 2.: Bluetooth protocol stack  [5]. F  The following text shows the description of individual parts of the Bluetooth protocol. he thesis was the most important protocols RFCOMM protocol. More information about rotocols can be fouTp nd in the literature [6]. 
 Bluetooth Radio - is a radio transmitter using Bluetooth GFSK modulation (Gaussian Frequency Shift Keyng).  
  connections and build process LMP (Link Manager Protocol) - care is to establishcommunications, power management terminals. 
 BLC  (Bluetooth Link Controller)    implementing the physical connection within the cell piconet. Layer manages t 

 
 

wo types of channels (SCO and ACL). 
 HCI (Host Controll  Interface) - provides access to Bluetooth hardware. It contains a command interface, channel management and the monitoring of hardware. 
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  L2CAP  (Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol)   provides services to higher layers switched data transmissions. 
 Audio - provides coding PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) voice transmission speeds and 64 kilobytes/s.  

  RFCOMM (Radio Frequency Communications Port) - serves as the serial port protocol emulation. Provides higher service layers used for serial data transmission line. 
 SDP (Service Discovery Protocol) - defined search services. This includes a review of the new services available on the network.  
 TCS  BIN  (Telephony  Control  protocol  Specification    Binary) - protocol defines the management, build the transmission lines and voice and data transmission.  ther protocols are architecture-independent transmission protocols. Fall into the ategory of higherOc  layers. 
 AT Commands - used to mana  ge configurations and serial telephone modems. 
 PPP (PointtoPoint Protocol) - is a packet-oriented protocol and is part of the TCP / UDP. This protocol is used to route IP a  p ckets via the serial interface. 
 WAP  (Wireless Application Protocol) - intended for disclosure of Internet services. This protocol was develo ped as a priority for mobile devices. 
 OBEX (OBject EXchange) - is designed to exchange data and control information. The protocol is attached to a transportation transmission mechanism and programming interfaces. The protocol works with the architecture of the client - server. It is also important for this work.              
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Layer  Description Applications  Bluetooth profiles guide developers on how applications are use the protocol stack Telephony ControlSystem (TCS )  Provides telephony services Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) Used for service discovery on remote Bluetooth devices WAP and OBEX Provide interfaces to higher layer parts of other communications protocols RFCOMM Provides an RS-232 like serial interface L2CAP  Multiplexes data from higher layers and converts between different packet sizes HCI Handles communication between the host and the Bluetooth module Link manager Protocol Controls and configures links to other devices aBaseband and Link ller Contro Controls physical links, frequency hopping and assembpackets ling 
Radio Modulates and demodulates data for transmission and reception on air 
Table 2.: Descriptions of Bluetooth protocol layers [6]  Application developers don’t need to know all the details about the layers in the Bluetooth stack.  The Bluetooth radio is the lowest layer of Bluetooth communication. 
The  Industrial,  Scientific  and  Medical  (ISM)  band  at  2.4  GHz  is  used  for  radio 
communication. A  few other technologies use this band, too. WiFi technologies  like IEEE 
802.11b/g/n,  kitchen  technologies  like microwave  ovens may  cause  interference  in  this 
band. [5] Every Bluetooth device have got assigned a unique Bluetooth address with a 48-bit hardware address equivalent to hardware addresses assigned to regular Network Interface Cards (NICs). [6] The Bluetooth address is used for identification and for ynchronizing the frequency hopping between devices and generation of keys in the luetooth security procedures. sB 
2.3    Today, it is essential to modern things like TV, DVD player, stereo system, computer, wireless phone to communicate with each other. Each of these cases using Bluetooth techn

Bluetooth Piconets 

ology, and each forms its own piconet to talk between the main unit and peripheral. The cordless telephone has one Bluetooth transmitter in the base and another in the handset. The manufacturer has programmed each unit with an address that is 
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reserved for the address range specified for a particular type of equipment. When the base turns on, sends a radio signal requesting a response from all units with an address in that range. Earpiece has an address in the scope and responds.            This will create a small network. Now, some of these devices receive a signal from another system, it will be ignored because it does not fall within their network. Computer and other systems undergoing similar processes, networking between addresses in the range specified by the manufacturers. Once the network is set to open communication between the systems themselves. Each Piconet communicates hops randomly through the available frequencies. All piconets are completely separated from each other.            The frequency of the network during operation hundrets number of changes, many times per second, so it is unlikely that the two networks will be at the same frequency at the same time. If  so,  then  the  resulting  confusion will  only  cover  a  small  fraction  of  a 

ssecond, and  software de igned  to  correct  these  errors weeds and  confusing  information 
given to the corporate network. [7]           Bluetooth devices are classified into certain groups, which are called piconets. Piconet is the usual form of a Bluetooth network and consists of one main (M) and slave (S). Piconet is composed of main and can have up to seven active slaves. The device automatically starts the Bluetooth master. The master device is literally Piconet master. Slaves may only transmit data transmission measured winner-provided equipment, including slaves. Bluetooth communication occurs  in the unlicensed  ISM band at 2.4GHz. 

transceiver  utilizes  frequency  hopping  to  reduce  interference  and  fading.  A  typical 
ooth device has a range of about 10 meters. [15]  The 

Bluet         

 
 

Figure 3.: Scatternet Comprising two Piconets [11] 
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 Slaves can not communicate directly with each other, because all communications between the devices takes place through the commander. Slaves synchronize its  frequency hopping with the help of  hours and Bluetooth address. If there is a connection of two or more piconets, it is scatternet, show in figure 3. The central hub linking the two piconets. Middle node must be in accordance with Frequency Hopping in one Piconet at a time. This reduces the amount of time slots for data transfer between the main (central) and the master node will at least limit the bandwidth in half. It is therefore possible communication between piconets problematic. It can not be expected to be completely reliable.  

Group  Piconet  Bluetooth  devices  are  linked  to  shortrange  Bluetooth  network 
connection. This group is synchronized with the timing and hopping sequence is controlled 
by the Master. Scatternet Bluetooth piconets Group merged  into devices that are  in more 
han one Piconet. (Routing packets between piconets is in version 2.1 Bluetooth standard). 8] t[  
2.4  Bluetooth Security System  Bluetooth protocol provides authentication and encryption of connections y c  i  t  l osimultaneousl . Se urity s controlled by he lower ayers f the Bluetooth protocol. Every Bluetooth device has a unique MAC address is secured by the first level.  To achieve a real level security system, Bluetooth system of secret keys requires 2 (authorization and encryption keys), as well as a random number (generated eriodically). Private encryption key has 8128 bits  in  length that  is used  for encryption. 22] p[ 
2.4.1    Authorization is the process of providing a remote Bluetooth device authorized to access the service. It serves to allow remote devices to be first checked the results of the process. Access  is provided either  temporarily or permanently. Trust attribute related  to 
the  concentration  of  authorization  permit  authorization  to  certain  facilities.  [8] If the 

Authorization 

trusted device can be connected to a Bluetooth service and authorization process is completed successfully.           Therefore, no user intervention is needed. This means that the user has already been said with laptop and cell phone can completely prevent user interaction with mobile when connect to the Internet. Determination of a portable computer as a trusted obile device may be authorized laptop automatically connect to dial-up networking ervice for mobile phones.  ms  
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2.4.2  Encryption  When two devices are mutually authenticated encryption may be required, the Bluetooth connection of some devices. Before the encryption can be initiated, the device ust be negotiated encryption mode and key-size encryption key. There are three ncry : me ption schemes

 no encryption encrypt both point-to-point and broa
 only encrypt point-to-point packets  dcast packets   

3  Java Platform, Micro Edition, or Java ME, is a Java platform designed for mobile devices and embedded systems. Java ME was formerly known as Java 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME). J2ME is a Java platform for consumer and embedded devices such as mobile phones, pagers, personal organizers, television set-top box, automotive entertainment y V t

Java 2 Micro Edition 

and navigation s stems, Internet T  Interne  and phone-give (figure 4). J2ME is one of three platforms edition.            Two other platform editions are Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) for servers and corporate PCs and Java 2 Platform Standard Edition (J2SE) for desktop computers. Related Java Technology CardTM technology. Java platform can see in the figure 4. Java Card Specifications The  technology allows  Java  to run on  smart cards and 
other  equipment more  limited memory  than  lowend mobile  phone.  These  groups  Java 
must be adapted to different areas of today's vast computer industry. [3]            

 
igure 4.: Java platform [15] F 
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J2ME platform benefits of Java technology to protect the end consumer and embedded devices. The main advantages of J2ME are mostly object-oriented programming, code portability and rapid development cycle. The primary objective is to enable the device dynamically download applications using the native capabilities of individual devices. Consumer and embedded space includes a large number of devices from pagers to television set-top boxes, which vary widely in the memory and processor performance. Address this diversity, the architecture of the Java Micro Edition Platform2 defined settings, profiles and optional packages, and modularity to adapt the user interface.  By developing applications for small devices requires that certain strategies into account in the design phase. Best is to strategically design an application for small evices, start coding. Correcting code because it did not take into account all the  can be a painful process.  d"gotcha" against the development applicationere are some design stra H tegies to consider: 

 Keep it simple. Remove unnecessary features, possibly making those features a separate, secondary application.  
 Smaller  is  better.  This consideration should be a "no brainer" for all developers. Smaller applications use less memory on the device and require shorter installation times. Consider packaging Java applications as compressed Java Archive (jar) files. 
 Minimize runtime memory use. To minimize the amount of memory used at run time, use scalar types in place of object types. Also, do not depend on the garbage collector. To  be  managed  the  memory  efficiently  yourself  by  setting 
object references  to null when  to be  finished with  them. Another way  to reduce 
runtime memory  is  to use  lazy  instantiation, only allocating objects on an as
needed  basis.  Other ways  of  reducing  overall  and  peak memory  use  on  small 
devices are to release resources quickly, reuse objects, and avoid exceptions. [3]  Java2 Micro Edition profiles used to configure and adapt the Java Runtime Environment JRE). As a complete JRE consists of a J2ME configuration that specifies the JVM profile, ed, which defin(and s es the use of adding domain-specific classes.  The configuration defines the basic run-time environment as a set of core classes and a ific JVM s of devices. We will be discussed configurations in 

il in the s tions. [10] spec that run on specific type
deta ection on J2ME configuraThe profile  defines the application; specifically,  it  adds  domainspecific  classes  to  the 
2ME configuration to define certain uses for devices. We'll be covered profiles in depth in 
he section on J2ME profiles. [10] J
t   
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3.1 J2ME configurations  It provides J2ME configurations that are suitable for different market segments for small devices for CLDC (Connected Limited Device Configuration) and CDC (Connected Device Configuration), which are more complicated devices. J2ME environment can be dynamically adjusted to provide an environment for running applications, regardless of whether all Java technology, such as libraries should be established to run the pplications are in the facility. The core platform receives the libraries  and application ode. Configuration is done using the server running on the network. ac 
3.2 Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC)  CLDC provides a virtual machine and core class libraries to support Java applications for consumer electronics and embedded devices like smart communicators, pagers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and interactive digital television set-top boxes. CLDC is for devices with limited CPU and memory resources. Profil defines application-specific device that provides domain-specific classes on top of the basic configuration of J2ME. 
Typically,  these  devices  operate  on  either  16    or  32bit  processor  and  the memory  of 
512Kbytes  or  less  available  for  the  Java  platform  and  applications.  Minimum  is  160 
kilobytes to 128 kilobytes of storage for the actual virtual machine and libraries. [11] Non-volatile memory is a non-permanent and does not protect against the entry, which means if the device is switched off, there is a loss of memory contents. With non-volatile memory, the content is a permanent write-protected. CLDC  device  using  non
volatile memory  for  runtime  libraries and KVM, or another virtual machine  created  for 
specific devices. Nonvolatile memory  is used  for the allocation of runtime memory. [11] CLDC runs on top of the K virtual machine. CLDC and MIDP position in J2ME architecture show in figure 5. 

 
igure 5.: CLDC and MIDP position in J2ME architecture [3] F   
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3.3 Connected Device Configuration (CDC)  Connected Device Configuration (CDC) has been defined as a stripped-down version of Java 2 Standard Edition (J2SE) with the CLDC classes added to it. Therefore, CDC was uilt upon CLDC. CLDC devices  applications developed also run on CDC devices.  b  
Library  Description java.io A streamlined version of the java.io package found in the standard edition for doing Input/Output operations java.util A streamlined version of the java.util collection library. This package contains the collection classes like Vector and Hashtable. java.lang Provides classes that are fundamental to the deprogramming language. sign of the Java javax.microedition.io Classes for the Generic Connection framework. 
Table 3.: Libraries for CDLC [6]            CDC has also developed the Java Community Process, which provides a standardized, portable and full-featured Java 2 Virtual Machine. It is an essential building block for electronics and embedded devices, for example smartphones, two-way pagers, personal digital assistant, home appliances, automotive GPS. These devices 
run 32bit microprocessor, which has more than 2 megabytes of memory. Memory is used 
for storing C virtual machine and libraries. [12] C Virtual Machine (CVM) is supported by DC and K virtual machine supports CLDC.  C 
3.4 J2ME profiles 
 Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP), among other things defines the class for MT. Domain-specific classes that define the configuration of J2ME, and is used for similar devices. Profily are divided into two parts and they have been defined for J2ME. It is already developed for CLDC: MIDP and KJava.            Even KJava MIDP and CLDC are associated with and those associated with mobile phones and other devices. Profiles are built on top of configurations and profiles are also tied to the size of memory devices, which run various applications. Some of these profiles are associated with certain configurations.  o use the CDC, where can be created own profile, the profile of the Foundation is part of he carcass profile. Tt  
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3.4.1 Kjava  KJava is Sun's proprietary profile and contains the KJava API. The KJava profile is built p of the CLDC configuration. The KJava virtual machine, KVM, accepts the same byte  and class file format as the classic J2SE virtual machine. on tocodes          KJava contains a Sunspecific API that runs on the Palm OS. The KJava API has a great 
eal in common with the J2SE Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT). However, because it is 
ot a standard J2ME package. [13] d
n 
3.4.2 MIDP  With milions of mobile devices running Java ME technology, by far the most common devices are phone handsets running the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP). Mobile Information Device Profile is geared toward mobile devices such as cellular phones and pagers. The MIDP, like KJava, is built upon CLDC and provides a standard run
time environment that allows new applications and services to be deployed dynamically on 
enduser devices. [14]           It is quite normal for MIDP that an industry-standard profile is not bound to a specific supplier. This fact provides support for the complete development of mobile pplications. MIDP contains specific packages, the first three of the major packages LDC. MIDPs are the most important and popular applications in the J2ME family. aC 
Library  Description javax.microedition.lcdui The UI API provides a set of features for implementation of user interfaces for MIDP applications. javax.microedition.rms The Mobile Information Device Profile provides a  mechanism for MIDlets to persistently store dataand later retrieve it. javax.microedition.midlet The MIDlet package defines Mobile Information Device Profile applications and the interactions between the application and the environment in which the application runs. javax.microedition.pki Certificates are used to authenticate informationsecure Connections.  for javax.microedition.media The MIDP 2.0 Media API is a directly compatible building block of the Mobile Media API (JSR-135) specification. javax.microedition.media.control This package defines the specific Control types can be used with a Player. that javax.microedition.io Classes for the Generic Connection framework. 
Table 4.: Library of MIDP profile [15] 
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3.5 Java technology for Bluetooth devices  Although the terminal devices using Bluetooth technology are mass-produced, the user may vary significantly. Two users with the same model Bluetooth device can be used for any other purpose. One can download applications to phone and use phone for different purposes. Other users with the same phone can unlock doors, set the kitchen appliances to 
control  and  the  like.  [10] One way for people to achieve their goals, it is possible to s e twithdraw the reque t for different Bluetooth d vices for the reatment of these portable devices.            To download applications a reality, it should be a standard API that allows programmers to write Bluetooth applications. A lot of applications, which to be writen in 
Bluetooth is running on the much hardwares. For define a standard API for Java is an ideal 
hoice. [10] Java API allows applications to run on different types of hardware, operating ystems, and equipment class.  cs 
However, Java also provides additional benefits: 

 gramming   Rapid development of application, provides an object-oriented pro
 o  language. Ability to extend the functionality f the program during execution.
 t Class set of authentication and security features tha provide protection against malicious programs. [3] 
 Standards and more sophisticated user interfaces that support user interaction. 
 Number of people who programmed in Java, is growing. No need developer community. [3]  Together these findings establish a standard API for Bluetooth using Java programming anguage (JABWT). Standard Java APIs for Bluetooth creates a desire complements xisting technologies. Bluetooth protocol stack is highly desirable to implement JABWT. le  

3.6 SPP profil and RFCOMM protocol  The SPP is a profile of Bluetooth, making the RFCOMM connection between two devices. SPP is defined as a building block profile. This means that other Bluetooth profiles are based on the SPP. In basic terms, the profile of SPP defines two Bluetooth devices to establish bi-directional, reliable communications protocol RFCOMM. RFCOMM is a protocol emulation via RS-232 serial port connection between two devices via a wireless connection. The  JABWT,  communicates  with  a  remote  device  using  RFCOMM  is  like 
communicating through a socket connection. Data is transmitted between devices via the 
stream.  In most  cases,  should  be  RFCOMM  protocol  for  use  in  applications  JABWT.  The 
reason is that serial communications are widely used, and the API is easy to use. [3] 
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3.6.1 API Capabilities   No new methods or classes were defined for RFCOMM communication; instead, existing classes and interfaces from the GCF were used. As with all J2ME communication, using RFCOMM starts with the GCF. A welldefined connection  string  is passed  to Connector  to 
establish the connection. For client connections, a treamConnection object is returned 
from Connector.open().  Connector.open returns a tream ConnectionNotifier object if 
a server connection string is used.  [5] Once a connection has been established between a client and a server, the client and server communicate via InputStreams and 
OutputStreams. JABWT  allows  security  to  be  modified  by  an  application  at  two 
different  times. Security can be modified when a connection  is  first established and after 
the  connection  is  established.  To  set  security  when  a  connection  is  established,  three 
parameters  can be added  to  the  connection  string passed  to Connector.open().  [5] The BCC is responsible for verifying that these parameters are acceptable and resolving onflicting security requests. In other words, all security requests on a link must go hrough the BCC. ct 
3.6.2 Programming with the API  All communication begins with RFCOMM and a valid connection string. All connection string handed Connector.open() are in the form: 
{mode}: {object} {params} To use RFCOMM {procedure} is possieble used for both client and server connection strings is btspp. {Objective} and {params} are different depending on whether the client or server connection. In addition, {program} is the same for client and server connections, there are similar {params} for both types of connections. All other values would cause an IllegalArgumentException to be thrown into the 
Connector.open(). [5] Each of these {params} is optional, and may therefore not be included in the connecting chain. The parameters that determine the security requirements RFCOMM, L2CAP, RFCOMM and OBEX over the "authenticate", "encryption" and "allow". These parameters 
have a value of "true" or "false". Security parameters need to be adjusted. If the parameter 
is  not  included  in  the  chain,  the  implementation  of  the  read  parameter  as  false,  unless 
another parameter, which requires this parameter to true. If "encryption"  is set to "true" 
and "authenticate"  is not part of  the connecting chain,  the reference  to certified,  though 
not set to "true" in the chain connecting, because encryption requires authentication. Some 
combinations of parameters that are not valid. [5] "Authentication" can be set to "false" if "encrypt" or "allowed" is set to "true". Invalid combinations of parameters are handed over to Connector.open(), BluetoothConnection Exception is thrown. If the authentication, encryption, or authorization request fails during the establishment of the connection, a BluetoothConnectionException also is thrown. To enable implementing profiles over a JABWT implementation, JABWT provides a way for a service to request 
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that the local device be the master of the connection. When the service makes the request to Connector.open() to retrieve the service’s notifier object, the connection string to produce the notifier object takes another parameter. The  “master” parameter 
has two valid values: “true” and “false.” If the “master” parameter is set to “true,” then to 
use  the  service,  the device  initiating  the  connection must give up  the master  role.  If  the 
“master” parameter is “false,” the device does not care whether it is the master or the slave. 
There is no API to force a device to be the slave. The “master” parameter is valid for client 
and  server  connection  strings. [3] Not all devices support changing the master of a connection. If the device does not support changing the master of a connection, then a BluetoothConnectionException is thrown. The “name” parameter is a server-specific arameter. The “name” parameter specifies the ServiceName attribute in the service ecord. The “name” parameter can have a value of any valid string.  pr 
3.7 OBEX  IrOBEX (Infrared Object Exchange Protocol) is defined as an alternative to the HyperText Transport Protocol (HTTP) for embedded devices. IrOBEX targets memory-limited embedded devices that have slower processing speed. Since HTTP does one request and one response IrOBEX allows the device to break applications and responses to smaller parts. By splitting requirements into smaller pieces of data IrOBEX allows data to be processed as is received, and allows the application or response must be interrupted.  IrOBEX like HTTP, as transport-neutral. In other words, IrOBEX works on almost any other transport layer protocol. Since the initial implementation IrOBEX uses infrared such as transport, there are currently  implementing  IrOBEX  that run over TCP 
and RFCOMM  serial  connection. Since  IrOBEX  can  run over various  transports, and may 
break  applications  and  responses  can  be  IrOBEX  optimized  for  a  particular  transport 
protocol.  What  does  this  mean  IrOBEX  Each  packet  is  structured  to  fit  each  packet 
transport layer. This allows efficient use of bandwidth. [3] IrOBEX has become even more popular because the Bluetooth SIG license from the IrDA protocol. If the protocol used with Bluetooth wireless technology, Ir dropped, and the protocol is OBEX only. (From this point forward, the OBEX IrOBEX and confused.) OBEX Bluetooth SIG defined as one of the protocols in the Bluetooth protocol stack. Sits 
on OBEX protocol RFCOMM. Bluetooth SIG went a step further. SIG realized that OBEX is an 
excellent building block protocol, which will create a Bluetooth profiles. To  facilitate  the 
construction of new sections, according to Bluetooth SIG Goepel [3] to be the profile that defines how the OBEX Bluetooth operates in the environment. OBEX API defined in JABWT API is optional. This means that OBEX API may be implemented in a facility that supports the Bluetooth API, but only because the device supports the Bluetooth API does ot mean it supports OBEX API. This allows OBEX API to be included in devices that do ot support the Bluetooth API. OBEX API is independent of the Bluetooth API. nn 
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3.7.1 Protocol Description  OBEX is built on six basic operations: CONNECT, SETPATH, GET, PUT, ABORT, and DISCONNECT. The client initiates every operation with a request and waits for the server to send its response. Every OBEX session begins with a CONNECT request from the client to the server. Every  session  ends with  a  DISCONNECT  request.  Between  the 
CONNECT and DISCONNECT requests, the client may send any number of SETPATH, GET, 
BORT, or PUT requests. The ABORT request is a special type of request. It ends a PUT or 
ET operation before the operation ends. [3] A
G                            
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4 Practical part  Report information to a group of people or specific people is not a problem today. A few years ago people could be informed by mail. Today this service is replaced by e-mail. But it does not meet the needs of a particular group of people. One solution is to long for information via mobile phone.  However, if a sudden change (date, time, etc..) can be a problem. Not everyone has constant access to email and information can only long for mobile phone. It now owns almost everyone. The proposed application is to solve this problem.  The system of sending bulk SMS messages can be applied in cities and villages. The application can also be applied to societies and people concentrated in groups. Application by (for municipalities) could serve to communicate important information. The practical use could be used for medium and large hospitals, which could be long for information to speci d . ofic doctors an  staff  There is n  need for purchasing additional hardware, since each has a mobile phone. The example could be applied to members of Parliament in the urban town of Trenčín. Has a fifteen members in the parliament. These are, in certain circumstances the convening of Parliament to the city. Such situations may occur in natural disasters such as floods, major fires, sudden problem to be solved. Each member owns a mobile phone. Advise on such situations via email is insufficient. Therefore, an application designed for mobile phone. Via text message created can be long for information to remote locations, possibly abroad. Through e-mail can also be informed, but not everyone has a telephone with access to e-mail server. Moreover, it is possible for the receipt of the immediate response. Quick long for information creates conditions for a rapid solution to the problem or situation. An alternative to building applications may in some cases the use of pager. This allows for information, but can not respond to a received message. It also need to buy several such devices, which requires certain financial costs. This option may not be suitable solution for a specific group of users. The applications will not need to purchase additional hardware. It is necessary to own a mobile phone with Java and Bluetooth. This now meets the requirements of almost any phone on the market. These are the reasons, this is why the thesis focused on technology and hardware. The chosen solution into account not only the availability of technology, but also emands a price. It is therefore possible to write up the application does not require any unds or purchase of equipment. df       
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The program, which is the main practically part of the thesis entitled SMSBulkSender for computer and SMSComposerExample for mobile phone. The name is composed of words that best represent the generated application. Application is developed in Java and is ased on the architecture of Client - Server. Communication between the server and the lient is ensured by the Bluetooth standard. It works with the RFCOMM protocol. bc 

 
Figure 6.: Comunication between computer and phone and between phone and BTS  The client part is written in the Java Platform Micro Edition with implementing the MIDP 2.0 profile. The platform was created for mobile phone application. The s  c e J.econd part of the communication is part of the server. It was reat d in the ava Platform, Standard Edition  The client and also server part have been programmed for two different and successive independent programming environments Integrated Development Environment (IDE). In this thesis to be used the NetBeans IDE 6.8.          
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4.1 Client part  The application that created the Java Platform, Micro Edition is designed for mobile IDP device that supports Java M 2.0 profile and higher and the Bluetooth API (JSR-82). 
The list of devices that support the Bluetooth API (JSR82) is given [17]. The essence of the client is to receive SMS messages from applications created in the computer and sent through the Bluetooth standard. The client is the report forwarded to the selected telephone numbers. The main purpose of the client can send data to the server via Bluetooth. After run applications in the computer user see on the display window SMSBulkSender. It is divided into several fields. In right side is field (Devices), where the device appears to have found via Bluetooth. Search facility to implement a button to "Find devices. Text box is designed for writing text messages (SMS). Text message can be written exactly as the message was written on a mobile phone. There aren´t limited features. It is possible to write one, or three text messages. The content field can be erased (reset button) or to send (Send button). In the right pane is possible choose phone numbers to which the message is sent. Modifying the phone numbers can be used the two buttons. Button "Add contact" can add a contact and press "Remove" it is possible to remove the phone number. The program also includes a File and Help tab to complete the application and a basic information of the program. The program has sixteen fields, where to be can add phone numbers. These issues can be created to send a text message. The developed application could be used to inform a group of persons or association. The number of fields for phone numbers is sufficient. If necessary, the application can add other fields. The structure is outlined in the client UML diagram (figure A.1). UML diagram shows  simple dependency classes, which work together and the mutual interaction governing he operation es: at  of the entire application. Client part is divided into three class
 Client - Client class to create a connection to the server via Bluetooth 
 the specific device.DeviceDiscovery - Class DeviceDiscovery possible to find  
 ServiceSearch - Class ServiceSearch find the services provided (or multiple    services) on that device.  
4.1.1 Client class  Client class is an important part of SMSBulkSender, which is designed for PC. To send a request to connect to the server (mobile phone). Communication in the form of sending data v ion explains some oand fuia a Bluetooth interface. The following descript f the features nctions of class Client. To find services in the search facility is odject ServicesSearch. Constituents smsView window is determined by object class SmsView. Constructor of class Client includes the servicesSearch. ServicesSearch parameter allows search services 
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to find the facilities after the establishment of the connection. Applications to connect to a computer server in the mobile phone shown in the following snippet of class Client. The way it is produced and sent described below. Created application can send a text message to five different phone numbers. This of course is editable. Number of telephone numbers which can be a text message can be increased. Is sufficient for testing five numbers. It is sent to increase the form [number] ~ [number] ~ [number] ~ number] ~ [number] ~ text_message. The character that separates individual numbers as chosen as the "~". [w 
String send = "";     
if(!((User)sms.getjComboBox1().getSelectedItem()).getName().eq
uals("  ...")){ 
send+=((User)sms.getjComboBox1().getSelectedItem()).getNumber(
)+"~"; 
 

4.1.2 Finding devices  Because wireless devices are mobile they need a mechanism that allows them to find other devices and gain access to their capabilities. The core Bluetooth API's 
DiscoveryAgent class and DiscoveryList e r e a. ener int rface p ovide the n cess ry discovery services  The DiscoveryAgent.startInquiry method places the device into an inquiry mode. To take advantage of this mode, the application must specify an event listener that will respond to inquiry-related events. 

DiscoveryListener.deviceDiscovered is called each time an inquiry finds a device. When the inquiry is completed or canceled, DiscoveryListener.inquiry Completed is invoked. If the device doesn't wish to wait for devices to be discovered, it can use the DiscoveryAgent.retrieve Devices method to retrieve an existing list. Depending on the parameter passed, this method will return either a list of devices that were t will contact often.found in a previous inquiry, or a list of pre-known devices that the local device has told the Bluetooth Control Center i  As part of this class are the internal methods to find one device and method for nding the search inquiryCompleted(). The following section describes the internal ethod for finding the device using the DeviceDiscovered.  em 
//add the device  
try { 
System.out.println("name"+ btDevice.getFriendlyName(false)); 
} catch (IOException cantGetDeviceName) { 
} 
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4.1.3 Service from server  Class to find the required services. This class also includes a unique identification number to transport files and OBEX_OBJECT_PUSH. Class provides a very important point DeviceDiscovery access to available facilities. Start search service is implemented by run(). In this section there are also internal classes to find services on one device 
servicesDiscovered() method and also to find the service after a successful final search serviceSearchCompleted(). 
 
// Find services 
serviceFound.add(url);  
DataElement serviceName = ServRecord[i].getAttribute Value(); 
if (serviceName != null) { 
System.out.println("service " + serviceName.getValue() + " 
found " + url); } else { 
System.out.println("service found" + url); 
} 
}   
4.2 S  For sending SMS messages is determined by application of a mobile phone. Its name (SMSBulkSender) is composed of words that best match the service. Hypothesis to work with t th Java technology and Blwith J

erver part 

he server is a mobile phone wi uetooth hardware module RE version 1.6 or higher. Server is stored in the phone. Starting in place to be runned SMSComposerExample.jad, which is accompanied by 
SMSComposerExample.jar files stored in the file. After its launch, is shown splash creen of MIDlets. This is shown in the phone for some time. When to be saw the splash screen displays the message SMSComposerExample wants to open OBEX server connection. This means other divices can connect to yours. Is it OK to make the connection?". After confirmation of "Yes" to open the OBEX connection and the server waits for a request to connect devices. Application of the PC (client) sends a request to connect through luetooth technology. After a successful connection can send text messages to selected sers. Bu 
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                                                   a)                                                           b) 
Figure 7.: After running MIDlets: a) initial Splash Screen, b) OBEX connection  If such a message received from the application of computer will be displayed warning of the received SMS message. It is possible to accept the message, or reject. If to be choosed "Send" button, a text message is sent to pre-selected telephone numbers. In cas v  me of refusal sprá ysa contents of the received essage appears on the phone. Consequently, it is possible to cancel the report. The structure of the server is displayed in the UML diagram (figure A.2). UML diagram shows a simple dependency classes that cooperate together and mutual interaction governing the operation of the entire application. Server, or the entire pplication is divided into different classes. As part of the client is divided into three lasses, the same ac is true for the server part. 

 erver - Class is provides a connection between computer applications and pplicatio i pSa ns n a mobile hone via Bluetooth technology  
 MSSend - Class that designed for sending SMS messages received from pplications in computer Sa 
 SMSComposerExample - This is class that has been created to report the main stream of windows displayed on a mobile phone.      
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4.2.1 SM Send class  SMSSend class contains several internal methods and classes with constructor parameters "message" (text messages) and "number" (telephone number which will be a message sent). This class is designed to create a connection at the protocol and create  odoslatie created a text message. Its role is to implement the mission of the whole rocess a text message. An example of such a registration is shown as follows: 

S

ap 
public SMSSend(String message, String number){ 
        this.message = message; 
        this.number = number; 
    }  Another example is a method of sending SMS messages. After establishing a transport layer connection to a server through Connector.open(), the client must first issue a CONNECT request to the server to establish the OBEX layer connection, create an SMS 
onn.newMessage(), setting the text msg.setPayloadText() and also the rocess of sending SMS messages conn.send(). cp 
public void sendSMS(){ 
try { 
//Protokol sms without the port number 
String addr = "sms://" + this.number; 
// Creating the connect at adress the protocol. 
this.conn = (MessageConnect)Connector.open(addr); 
//Creating sms message (text) 
TextMessage msg = (TextMessage)conn.newMessage(); 
//And send sms 
this.conn.send(msg); 
} catch (IOException ex) { 
ex.printStackTrace(); 
} 
} 
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Fp igure 8.: Finding available to users and sending an SMS message "Test_message" to a mobile hone from computer. 

 
F igure 9.: Sending an SMS message "Test_message" from PC to the mobile phone. 
4.2.2 S  Server class provides a functional communication throughout the class server erver class 

applications. It creates a Bluetooth server, after running in the mobile phone waiting for a request from a client computer. This class library uses Bluecove [20]. With this library, it is possible to use Java SE for almost the same facilities as the Bluetooth API provides the Java ME. These options are 
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identical, which are adapted for the Bluetooth API. This is because these applications are programmed on a computer which is programmed in Java SE. For a more detailed analysis of the Bluetooth communication via Bluetooth can find some similarity between clien and server. In the introduction to the practical part was mentioned that the server provides services to the client and that a specific service online. This step is a method open (url) lass Server. The URL is generated by the server. In this case, the address of the form: c
protocol: / / address: [UUID]; parameter.  The importance of the various parts of the url [25]: 

 Protoco  - r n t r a e pl c eates a RFCOMM con ec ion St e mConn ction which re resents btspp protocol. Protocol - This part is for btgoep (OBEX over RFCOMM) 
 Address - if the application wants to create a service that will come to slosh connection, specify localhost as the address of the device. The team opens a connection to local facilities. 
 UUID - prii settings of the server is given an identifier, which must be connection all the time unique. The client connects to the service represented unique identifier UUID (static final  11 String serverUUID = "1111111111111111

 P ervice, 11111111111123";).  
arameter - contains the name (String), which indicates the name of the snticate, Authorize, and encrypt. and optional security parameters authe RL, which is on the server side, is as follows: U

btgoep://localhost:11111111111111111111111111111123;name=ObexExample  Server class constructor should set the parameters for a Bluetooth connection, and thus tarts a Bluetooth server. In the example described the different parts of the code of lass Server. sc 
public class Server { 
... 
//run server 
public void run(SMSComposerExample sms) throws IOException { 
//To be visited 
LocalDevice.getLocalDevice().setDiscoverable(DiscoveryAgent.GI
AC); 
//open connect with ID 
SessionNotifier serverConnection=(SessionNotifier) 
Connector.open(); 
    } 
} 
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Figure 10.: Finding available to users via Bluetooth 
 The processing of incoming requests is an internal request handler class. If a request arrives, it is called method onPut(). This is ensured bt library, which is part of J2ME. ubsequently odseparuje getReceivedHeaders header() and found the name. nother process is shown in the code. If the request comes, in this case report. SA 
public int onPut() { 
... 
// To filter out number 
String number = get.substring(0, get.indexOf("~")); 
get = get.substring(get.indexOf("~") + 1);                  
sms.getTextBox().setString(sms.getTextBox().getString() + "\n" 
+ number.toString()); 
         //sending SMS 
         smsSend.setMessage(message); 
         smsSend.setNumber(number); 
         smsSend.setSms(this.sms); 
         smsSend.sendSMS(); 
     } 
Get.substring method() is needed to separate reports by the unique character "~". If the method finds the last character "~" in the string, separated, and selects the ontent, which is responsible for this feature. Number 126 is really a "~" in the ASCII able. ct    
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4.2.3 SMSComposerExample  MIDlet contains some of the most important methods are: startApp(), pauseApp(), 
dest . royApp() Using these methods to communicate with a specific phone MIDletom phone. Executable MIDlet is a major class of mobile communication applications. Its role in the adoption of computer applications to connect. Subsequent communication is ealized via Bluetooth technology. The task is also MIDletu adoption and subsequent orward SMS m on of this report. rF essages to selected phone numbers. Or rejecti
startApp()  application.    - called to initialize or resume the
pauseApp() - c alled to pause the application. 
destroyApp() - called when exiting - clean up application resources.    

 
Figure 11.: Cycle of MIDlet [18]  MIDlet class is the main communication for mobile applications. The key is to start the Bluetooth server establish a connection, acceptance and send a text message. When launching the MIDlet with the method startApp() is needed to initialize objects Checks Whether the MIDlet have been already started and initialize / starts or resumes the MIDlet. Then there is the launch of the Splash Screen methods 
getSplashScreen(). Startup splash screen in the mobile phone is a window of the "Log". Here is opened information or program error. There also the launch of BT's server. 
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                                                   a)                                                        b)  
igure 12.: LCD display of Sony Ericosson W800i : a) OBEX connection, b) application waiting for Fan SMS  In this section, there is a sending, or to reject a received text message was sent from the computer. Any cancellation received SMS message window will return to the previous tate. When the confirmation message sent via a mobile operator to specific users. s 

 
Figure 13.: Receive SMS messages from PC with the question for allow to send SMS. 
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F igure 14.: Layout and logical link elements in the display server Flow. 
.3 Testing 4 Testing of the two programs developed in Java SE platform and Java ME in the first phase took place in the emulator. First, the programmed test MIDlet that can send text messages. Once programmed, the establishment of mutual communication and architecture client - server applications can be tested themselves. The simplified testing communications and data have been used emulators wireles Sun Java Toolkit. The client has been transformed with a few modifications to the code of Java ME. Emulators were running on server and client. Both as applications for mobile devi T nd B ices. his permits more functionality a zvalitnejšiu luetooth connect on and subsequent communications. The functionality of the server was tested on two types of mobile phones (SonyEricsson K510i, SonyEricsson W800i, SonyEricsson P900 and Nokia 6230). All adverse conditions were written to the console, or mobile phone's display. It managed to emove the unwanted application errors. Final testing took place in Windows Vista and indows 7. Both systems were running stable applications. rW 
.4 Installing 4 Application consists of two parts. One is the executable for the computer and second for a mobile phone. Part for a mobile phone requires the minimum requirements to run the server. To run the profile needed to support Java MIDP 2.0 and JSR-82 (Bluetooth API). Part of the computer executable requires a Bluetooth hardware module and a JRE (Java Runtime Environment). 
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Install and run the server is not difficult. It is necessary from the enclosed CD SMSComposerExample.jar copy the file to the mobile phone. It is located SMS_program/ 

Application_mobile/midlet/SMSComposerExample.jar. The phone should start the installation. Once installed, it is possible to run the program. As a first application splashscreen appears. It is  necessary to confirm the creation of OBEX server connection. After C. The mobile its launch, the phone is ready to receive messages from the P  phone is switched otrebné Bluetooth. Running the client is very simple. It is necessary to copy files sms.jar, sms.bat, users and lib folder from the CD. The files are on CD: SMS_program/Application  _computer/. The program runs through sms.jar (or sms.bat information for listings). Startup window appears where can be add phone numbers, which will receive a text message. Finding a facility occurs after pressing the button "Find devices". When to be saw the facilities vailable to the user chooses, to which the message is sent. SMS message is sent to the hone via the button "Send". ap                           
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5 Conclusion  The aim of the project was a basis to study the issue of cooperative mobile phone and computer. It should focus on those communication devices via Bluetooth wireless technology.            The thesis was programmed functional application that will be able to send SMS messages from PC to phone. Communication between these devices via a Bluetooth interf s m i u b  dace. Jobs include erver progra m ng (Java ME) exec ta le on the mobile evice and client (Java SE), which will run on computer. Part Application Server runs on a mobile phone. It is an executable called SMSComposerExample MIDlet. MIDlet supports Java MIDP 2.0 profile and JSR-82nd This meets the requirements of almost every mobile phone market. In terms of the programming server works with the methods and with the Bluetooth RFCOMM protocol, having been implemented directly in code. The entire server has been designed in view of the memory limitation in the platform Java ME. MIDlet is created due to the fact that memory-easy. It is also user-friendly and does not require special handling. Creating a Bluetooth server and other communications with the client was tested on SonyEricsson K510 tei mobile phone. Before the sting took place in the emulator Sun Java Wireless Toolkit. Application for a computer to shareholders SMSBulkSender. This is a client part that was written in the Java SE platform. The main objective of the client is communicating with a Bluetooth server and enable the use of particular services. The client part to create a text message. The program SMSBulkSender can edit (add / remove) each contact users. This is a simple presentation of telephone numbers. Once connected to the server can send a text message created on the server (MIDlet on a mobile phone) which is forwarded to a specific user. The result of the thesis is a fully functional application that testing has shown that it is able to send a large number of SMS messages to different phone numbers. A text message is created in the computer comfortably in the program and SMSBulkSender via Bluetooth is sent to mobile phone. For it is the message sent by the mobile operator and hen t sent to selected users. Charging for SMS messages is dependent on the current list of mobile operator.  Speed of SMS sending is equal to the speed of sending traditional messages. This process is longer than three seconds. During this time, it received an SMS message sent to mobile provider. This time can not be accelerated is given by the software in a phone and the ability to send SMS message. If the reference sent fifteen messages, time should not exceed one minute. During one minute, the program is able to provide at least fifteen users. It's fast and affordable solution to inform the relevant information and updates to selected users. The developed program could be used to inform the floods. If this application is used for Hydrometeorology, could be a very short time to inform the leaders of cities and villages of the forthcoming water. The program would be able to point out the 
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unfavorable situation in a very short time. The advantage of this application is that there is no installation or hardware for the users to whom the SMS message sent. Users who receive such a report, do not know anything about the application. The whole process was carried out by the Central Hydrometeorology Center. There is no need to buy new hardware, it is likely that the application may have a very wide range of applications. They need only technologies that are standard in every mobile phone and computer. This is also why the connection was made through a cable, but via Bluetooth technology. This technology provides greater mobility and greater independence. The program for sending bulk SMS messaging is an application that can be changed and adjusted according to user needs. It is possible to supplement and xtend field for telephone numbers. This makes the application suitable for the ommercial market. ec                            
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Figure A. 1.: Diagram of the client application 
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F igure A. 2.: Diagram of the server application. 


